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THE DECOMPOSITION OF AMMONIA BY IRON 

            CATALYST. 

               (Preliminary Report) i

I3}' IiATUntt $EYA.

   The kinetics of the decompwsition of ammonia is one of the interesting 

problems from the standpoint of catalysis, and it has been studied by many in-
vestigators. 11os[ of the studies have been made by the 'flow method', using 

tungsten, copper, molpbden, osmium, or platinum'r as a catalyst, but few done by 

using a powder of iron:'' 

    Under Yrof. S. Horiba's guidance, by the static method the author tried to inves-

tigate the decomposition of ammouia, zNH,~N,-F3H., in the presence of reduced 

iron used as a catalyst from the view-point of reaction velocity, measuring the 

change of pressure by means of a spring manometer.

                           Experimental 

    Mnteriala. 

    Ammonia : Ammonia of Claude process yeas Gquifictl widt a mixture of alcohol and 

dry ice, dehydrated with metallic sodium, passed through KOI-I, fractionally distillcYl three 

times and then stored in a vessel. 

    Iron Catalyst: herric n~tmte of Kahlbaum was denitrated at 4oo°C. and the Fe_O~ thus 

obtained was reduttd with hydrogen at q.to°C. and used. 

    Nitrogen : Commercial nitrogen ((rom a bomb) collected from liquid air aa•as purified as 

follows. Commercial nitrogen, from which the oxygen present avas removed with pyrogallol, , 
was dehydmtcri wirh sulphuric acid. Then by passing it through a heatal nipper mesh, NO 
was removed. 

    Hydrogen used for reduction : The hyrogen used was obtained by passing commercial 

electrolysed hydrogen over heated platinum asbestos and phosphorus pentoxidc to remove the 

oxygen and the water present
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    Apparatus. 
    The apparatus used is slwevn in Fig. r. The reaction vessel ~9) is heated by means of 

an elechic furnace. The reaction vessel and the spring manometer S are made of Pyrex glass. 

The trap C in Gont of the reaction vessel is 

continuously cooled with a mixture of alcohol 6 

and dry ice not to let mercury flo+v into tiie 

vessel. 'Po lessen the dead sfxtce capillary tubes , 

are used outside the stopcocks A and A ~` ~~' 

    Method of Measurement. 

    q.6t83 g, of Fe_O9, being put in the re-

action vessel u. the catalyst, was reduced with ~ 

hydrogen •at ggo`C. Then at the same tempem-

[ure hydrogen +vas evacuated to to-' mm. by FiB• I• 

means o(a pump, 'and then the trap (a Dewar vessel) in front of [hc reaction vessel tvas 

exchanged for another one, whose temperature was -qo°C. Two minutes later, a given 

amount of ammonia was introduced and then [be stopcocks a and b were quickly closed. 

This moment was tat:en as the zero time and the pressure read by means of the manometer 

as the initial pressure. As the decomposition proceeded, an increase in pressure caused the 

pointer of the manometer to incline to one side, and from the adjustment of this needle by 
introducing the air through 4he stopcock d the pressure in the vessel was indirectly mnsured. 

                      Experimental Results 

    t) Decrease in activity by continuous use: It is a +vell-known fact that 

the. activity of a catalyst is decreased by its continuous use aqd in fact. this 

phenomenon was observed in the present experiment as shown in Fig. 2. For 
                                       example, evacuation wa> made for I8 

  t5o hours at qqo°C. after Expt. z9, and 
                        `'"" then Expt . 3o was carried out. Simi-

  too `may lady, Expt. 3 t was carried out after 
k Wft 

                                       ?o hours' evacuation. It is seen from 

   5o these two experiments that activity 

                                  gradually falls. 

   6 a) Recovery ofactivity by hydro-
            50 100 I50 coo 

                  r (m1e) gen reduction : A decrease in the 

  Fig: 2. Decrease in n.e activity byconfiuuous activity of a catalyst by its continuous 
               experiments. use may be .ascribed to the fact that          E

apt. a9 Pe=ag8.3 mm. ago°C. 
        Expr. 3o Pa=a33:a n, m- 39°°C• the decomposition product of ammonia 

        Expt• ,ir I'a=z5z.rmm. ago°c. exerts a retarding action by adsorbing
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on the active centres too strongly to be desorbed even by long evacuation with 

a pump. If the decomposition product were I\T, or H„ it would be desorbed 

merely by evacuation. "therefore, it is supposed that something diKerent from N., 

or II_, such as PexN, is formed on the surface_ Then, passing hydrogen over 

the catalyst at qqo°C. (or z¢ hours after evacuation, it is found that the activity 

is recovered and that the curves of the same initial pressure are quite in good 

agreement. It is inferred that Fe,N being changed into NH, by passing H_ over 

it the activity is recovered. 

   3) One of the typical examples ~is sho\vn in Fig. g and Table I (Expt. 2q). 

The curve, as a whole, consists of three parts-a curvature at the first stage, a 

po straight line at the second, and 
                6'I r~wsl again a curvature at the third. 

goo The velocity constant of the first 

                                         order reaction is expressed by 

                                                        I a                                             K - In too m- C a -x 

                                      where a is the initial number of 
  °

° too xoo 3~ 4~ Soo cools and a-;e is the number of 
                 -' a (mi°) cools at a time t. In the present 

       $ig. 3,. One of the typical examples. experiment a represents the Initial 

                             Table I. 
           P:xpt. z7 (39o°C). With a catalyst redumd (or go hrs at qqo°C. Pe 433.8 mm.

f (minJ
• 

f~mmJ s (mm) h;,,~ v k'

e 433•$ oaootq[q

4z 443A to.t o.ooz436 z.goq tgoq

Io 45 t.3 t7.5 t7~ L75o tgoz

[S 459• [ z5.3 t45o t.go5 139z

z3 46z•4 z8.6 tz87 t.z43 t;9z

30 g67.6 33.8 t I74 t.tz6 tgog

qo.z g76.o 4z.z I [o6 t.o49 [qo6

So q8[.8 a8.o tot9 0.960 o.ooo[go3

tao 5t6a 8z.3 9t4 o.Sz3

t5z 556. ~ Izz.3 946 0.804

zo6 597.6 I63.8 g996 0.795

z53S 6z8.5 t94.7 ~az5 0.767

300 65x.5 zt7.7 toog o.7z6

360 676.3 zgz.5 g88 0.674

qoo 686.3 . z5z.5 94J 0.63[

460 695.0 z6ts S7o 0.568
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pressure and x the increase in pressure. Turning K to the common logarithm 
for convenience and representing it by !~', we have 

                     K=~303K, -

As to Expt. 27, in the curve showing the relation between X„' (variable) cor- ' 

responding to the velocity constant of the first order rcactiai and v=x/t, the 
retarded form first appears, and next the zero-order form and again what is like 

the retarded form as shown in Pig. q.
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Expt. 3;. Po=q(8.8 mm. 
Ezpt. x7• I'o=433• mm. 
Expt. z8. Po=333.6 mm. 

       (li« zq.7 mm) 
Expt. 3z Po=32z.8 mm. 

       (N« rg.o mm) 
Ezpt. z5. I'o=307.8 mm. 
Expt. 2q. Yo=z98q mm. 
Espt. 2g. Po=zg8.3 mn~. 
Ezpt. zo. Po=r9Gs mm.

   4) 

appear: 

reduced

          o.oox o.°oz o.oo_i o.ooq 
                     -. l~'r., 

                   Fig. 4. 

Otltcr examples: Under various initial pressures. 

Expts. z3, zq. z5. z7. 'z9. and 33 were all carried 

(or zq hqurs at qqo°C. The results obtained sh~iv 

                      Table II. 

 lixpt. z9 (.3go°C} With n catalyst redumd f°r tg Lrs. ut 44o°C.

 the similar ..curves 

out a[ 39o°Cc -being 

that the hither the 

Pe . 24E•3 mm. .

! (min) p' (mm)

0 zg8.3

3 z55.9

7 z6n3

i5 z7o.o

m z744

30 z8z.q

4z z91.g

So zgS.z

99.7 337.7

i55 373.7

zao 387.9

zoo 393.5

s (mm~ 

0 

   7.6 

  x3,o 

  z[.7 

  z6.i 

  34~+ 

 436 

 499 

 S94 

 tzi.q 

 +3g.6 

 x45.2

~~~

oaogsoo 

  3337 

   z648 

   zq[z 

   z+39 

  +996 

  +949 

  [9qq 

  t97i 

  +794 

   +59+

v

z•533 

I•S57 

+•447 

Laos 

[a37 

[.038 

o.9g8 

o.Sg6 

o.SOg 

o.GgS 

o,6os
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initial pressure is the sharper the inclination becomes and . that if the initial linear 

parts of those curves are ectrapolate¢, they converge. Rut the higher the initial 

pressure is, the closer the point where the line intersects the x.~-aais without 

converging on the ~-asis comes to the !%„' axis,'" and the mere clearl}* the •rero-

order form is observed. 

  :.ol Ll a series of e~neriments carried

r.5

IA
h

0.5

0

E~
cJC

iJFt'q

Lo t.5 x.o x5 3.0 
          -+ h;,f x ro-x 

            Fig. 5. 
Chnn(,re of the h;,,'- lrr/ curve Ly mntimwiu 

 experiments 
    P;zpt, zg. Pp=zg8.3 mm. 

Reduced for Iq hrs. P'spi. 39o°C. 
   Tizpl• 30. Po=z5.34 mm. 

Nnt~reduced F.xpt. temp, ago°C. 
    L•'xpL 3t. I'e=252.+_ mm. 

Not '. reduced lixpt. Temp. 39o°G 

              1- 'l abl 

    -„F.zpt•.3° f39°°CJ. Po z5i-0mm. With 
 R witlwut

      Lt a series of experiments carried 
  out n•ithout any reduction, the curve 

  tends to take such a type as shown 

  in Fig, j (Expts. zq, 3o and jl). 

      5) When the temperature of de-
  composition is raised (Reduction tem-

  perature. ¢¢o°C.) : The temperature 
  of decomposition being raised to ¢to°C., 

  ¢'o°C., or q;o°C., the reaction velocity 
  was measured. The results obtained 

  indicate that though the reaction 

  vel9city becomes larger with the rise 
  of temperature, the type n( the h;~t-s~ 

  CUIVe is the Satlle a5 bl`fOfC. 

      O Il4easurentent of the adsorption 
  of hydrogen : [he adsorption of hydrogen 

  was measured and it was found that the 

e IIL 
a catalyst °vacuated for t8 Ln. at qqo°C. 
mdudion.

f (min) j/ (mm) x (mm)

0 x534 0

5 zbs•3 I I~9

Iq X73.9 xqs

~x•5 z8o.5 x7•I

30A x86.3 3x•9

qxA 294.0 qob

So z99A 45.6

Ioo 337.1 83.7

150 367.4 I IQA

x47 397.8 I44d

 A:, 

o.ooglo8 

   z6I7 

   zI33 

   2Dlj 

   I8o5 

   I72j 

  I7gt 

  I73o 

  1483

v 

z.38o 

L46q 

Lzoq 

1.097 

0.967 

o.g[z 

0.837 

o.7Go 

0.584

3) As to the diacpsxion of this jgiuy sec Hre ivork_o( Dr. JI. Kulwknwn ('This jnumnl I, 94 0937))•

1
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74?

Eapt. 3r ~39rJ°C}

             K. St: i'A 

          Table . IV. 

1'o z5z.z mm. With n cntnlyst cvarunted 

           xithout reduction.

for 20 Lrs. at 44o°C.

Vol. XlII

t (min) (mmJ s (mm) K ~ u

0 z5z.z

s z57.z 5.0 0.oo:7t9 IA62

7 z6o.9 8.7 zI79 Lz43

Iz.S z66.I I3.9 Ig7a Lltz

za z7o.I I7.g I599 o.S95

z6 z75.1 zz.9 1590 o.SSI

3z a78.S a6.b ISIz o.83I

40 z8~z jIA Ibz4 0975

Sz 289.a 36.8 I iI7 0.708

IoI 3tS.a 65.8 I3oa o.GSI

ISo 3433 9L1 I zq8 0.607

203 36;.q II Lz I zqq o.5g8

z8o j$2.0 I29.8 IIZ1 046;

adsorbed amount was, though roughly, so small as to be neglected, i.e. 3.26 mm. 

in ¢z minutes at 39o°C. and under the initial pressure of too.j mm. 

   7) The case when hydrogen was introduced beforehand (Expt, z8 ; Fig. q) : 
One hour after the introduction of z4.7 mm. of hydrogen, ammonia being intro-

duced, measurement was made. The type of the /t„-v curve obtained-is-much 

the same. 
                                    'T'able V. 

        Ezpt, z8 (39o°C). R'ith a catalyst evacuated fv z3 hr. at qqo°C withwt reduction. 
                   333.6 mm. of NIh was admitted nftcr 8ie c~[nlyst was left 

                                      to Bland zq.7 mm. hydrogen. -

~(nunJ l~ (m~J r (mm) ~~~ J

0 333.E

4 343•$ to.z 0.oo337z 2.$$O

to 35oz xb.6 zzt7 tbfio

x5 334J zx.t t8gz t.4o6

23 360.6 -7.a t393 4 x73

3^- 366.3 3z 7 tgoo t.o??

40 37z.5 3&9 t346 0•973

Sa 379.3 45.7 tzfto o.giq

xoo 4 to.3 ryG.7 x t35 o:ry67

t6o 450~7 u7.x t x7q o.73z

zxo 4764 t4z.S I x$$ o.fiSa

zSz 495•a t6t.q I [4a o.ligo

3to 5t4.3 t8t.z toy7 a.585

390 Sz9.9 x96.3 988 o.5a3
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   3) The case u•heii nitrogen was introduced beforehand (L•'xpt. 3z ; Fig. q) 

One Itonr alter the introduction of r9 mni. of nitrogen, ammonia, whose initial 

pressure was 3zz.8 nun., being introduced, measurement svgs made The t}•pe of 
the curve is the same as before. 

   When hydrogen and nitrogen were iutroduced, the extrapolation of the first 

linear parts did not converge to one point, having some inclination different from 
the ordinary case. 

   9) 1'he case when ammonia «~as introduced in the presence of the decom-

position product of ammonia (Table Iq, ~Espts. 39. 4o and 43 ; Figs. t t and t z.) 

  3AI Rxpt. 39 is the case when, 253•fi 
                             uta. mnt. of ammonia being introduced in

                                       presence of Iqz mm. of the decomposi-i, au ~ lion product formed in );xpt. 33, mea-
l surement was carried out at qto°C. 

  r.o oN. Iixpt. qo is the case when, z53.ti 

                     t.e^s mm . of ammonia being introduced in 

                                    the presence of zoo.h min. of the de-
   omz aoo3 o.ooq oo05 0.006 com )osition aroduct formed in Lx rt .                     _, A-,~, I 1 I 

                Fits. 6. 4z being left to stand for 2q hours 
      't'he cas° when the dctomlwsiti°n prwhwt and then q] .t mm. of ammonia intro-
    °fN[I1 was left W stand. zot.9 mm of the 

    endproduct lek to slam] for zq hrs. duced at 4to°C., measurement R'as 
       Eapt. zg Expt. 38, end Prodoct r¢.3 mm 

    NFts z53.b mm nt 4ro°C, Expt. qo. exp. 3g, carried out at ql O°C. 
    end I'mduct xoob mm Nlia Pn zo3.x mm at In all these cases

, the iuitial linear      4zo°C
, F.xpl. q; F.xpt. 43. end Product zoi.g 

    mm was tefl m stand for z4 4xs. N[Iz P° part. corresponding to the retarded form 
    gJanun at qto°C. 

                                  does not appear (Table zl). 

              Considerations of the Experimental Results 

    As the reaction in question proceeds stepwise in the following order-a 

reaction of retarded form and that of [he zero order, the theory established by 

Prof. S. I-Ioriba and llr. T. Ri in their study of the decomposition of carbon 

monoxide can be applied in the present case (Sec p. tz5). 

    As to the reaction of retarded form, it may be supposed that ]tydrogen and 

nitrogen, the decomposition products of ammonia, make retarding action by 

adsorbing on the active centres of the sunc~e of the catalyst. If so, when hydro-

gen or nitrogen is saturated beforehand,. the initial linear part of the li„,'-v curve 
is not to appear. In Axpts, z8, 3x, and qI, however, the part is clearly observed

5 (1939)
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and so this supposition is not justified. ]f hydrogen and oxygen newly formed 
nn the surface of the catalyst are considered to be atomic and active, it is 

another question. In Expts: 39. 40, and 43 carried out with the remaining de-
composition produch of ammonia the part in question does not appear and this 

may be ascribed to the fact that the reaction occurs halfway because the most 
highly xtive parE has been covered. 

    t1s to the curve analogous to that of retarded form which appears after the 

reaction of the zero order, the question whether its appearance is ascribed either 
to the opposite reaction or to the reactivation of the poisoned active centres 

remains to br solved by furdter research. 

                         Summary 

    [) The decomposition velocity of ammonia in the presence of reduced iron 

has been measured at ago°-a,3o°C. 

    3) Seeing from the K'-v curve, the reaction in question is very complex 

and seems to proceed ip the following grder-a reaction of retarded farm at the 
initial stage, that ~f [he zero order and again that of retarded form. 

    3) It is supposed .that ..the retarding action at the initial stage is caused by 
the fact that FeYN which. has been formed on the surface of the catalyst covers 

the highly active centres. 

    In closing, the author wishes to express his .sincere thanks to Yrof. S. I-Ioriba 

for his kind guidance throughout this. investigation.. 

     77+is paper is presented to the Committee of Catalysis of the Jatxin Society (°r "I he I'mmolion of 
Scienlifit Resenrch. 

            'L7ie Lnboratory of Pkyaical Ckenriafry, 

                Xyoto Imperial f7nir~eraity. 

                                                     (Recei~xd Atr~nst r5. r939)
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